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’Dear Sir:
It seems as if us 8-bit computer users are rapidly 

being flushed down the dram to oblvion. I believe this 
because of the terrible response to my advertisment of 
CHECKBOOK MANAGER DATA BASE software in the latest Buss 
Directory.

I sold only one copy!
CHECKBOOK MANAGER is a carefully-designed program and 

will provide years of valuable service to its purchaser.
But advertising an 8-bit coaputer product in magmzin- 

es aimed predoainateiy at 16-bit users is just a waste 
of time and money. I hope something good will happen 
with your JOURNAL; aaybe we can convince people that 8- 
bit computers are still very such alive and that there 
are vendors still providing good products to those who 
otherwise now feel they've been abandoned.
Russell M. Spencer’

Russell, you hit the advertising nail right on its 
pointy little head? One 'H/2-0riented' publication re
cently surveyed its' readership about what type conputer 
they owned and were using. Of those who responded, the 
lajonty were still using H-8s and 8-89/9ts/ The 
remainder were roughly evenly divided between newer 
Zenith id-bit closes and Obviously the
magazine is thuiping their drun to attract 16-bit soft- 
end hardware vendors at the expense of 8-bit'ers.

Publishing a "slick* tagazine takes lore »oney than 
subscriptions provide, so they're charging roughly Ilk 
for a full page. If you were to place a quarter page ad 
in their next issue at about (258, you'd have to sell 
over seven <39.95 copies of your software just to pay 
for the ad. And you still haven't let production costs/ 
To lake loney you'd have to sell 18 or lore copies/ Be
cause the lain editorial thrust is concentrated on 16- 
bit articles, lost subscribers would never see your ad/

Hope you'll have better luck with us Russell/

‘Dear Mr. Geisler,
I enjoyed the first two issues of the SEBHC JOURNAL. 

I hope you receive enough interest from H/Z 8-bit owners 
as well as paid subscriptions so you can continue publi
shing. I'd like to see Zenith continue support of 
discontinued products by providing upgrades and enhance
ments, A letter-writing campaign to Zenith from H/Z fl
bit computer owners certainly wouldn't hurt and tight 
result in some positive action.

fou're off to a good start; I wish you continued suc
cess in your endeavor' 
Jaaes 0. Hamilton*

Thanks for the nice contents and valuable suggestion/ 
Let's start sending ZDS those cards and letters WK/

•Dear Len,
I too, at committed to sticking with sy H-89s and at 

eager for a newsletter like yours that is specialised 
for 8-bit computers. It's discouraging to have to wade 
through other tagazines 16-bit reams in order to discov
er an occasional useful 8-bit nugget. Please send #e a 
subscription to the SEBHC JOURNAL and bill me for it. 
Terry Hall*

Terry, your subscription blank has been tailed. Hate 
to tell you this, but we re working so close to the vest 
that we can't afford to fill subscriptions first and 
bill later/ Also, tany others who saw the little blurb 
in H-SCOGP (thanks, Henry/) are asking for copies of 
issue 11. Unfortunately they’re all gone, but I'll be 
delighted to provide reprints of any issue at (2.58 for 
each copy ordered. Please take chegues payable to 
L. Geisler rather than the JOURNAL or RES as the bank is 
unfortunately giving ie static about those names/

’Dear Len,
Just got word of your organisation from Ron Strong, a 

fellow OMAHUG member. I've been running a continuously- 
upgraded H-89 for nearly seven years now and have NO 
plans to retire it in the forseeable future. Why? It 
still does what I bought it for!

Given that Heath discontinued the '89s about two and 
a half years ago, I am pleasantly surprised that a good 
number of Jrd-party vendors are still producing hard
ware for it. Although CP/M is alive and reasonaoly 
well—no thanks to Digital Research—software sources 
for HDDS have all but dried up, and hardware replace- 
aents are virtually impossible to get. 1 a worried that 
insurance can't replace something which is no longer 
being aade if something catastrophic happens to, ay 
coaputer.

In any case, could you send me information on your 
group; we 8-bit'ers have to band (and stick! together' 
Kirk L. Thompson’

Kirk, I hope you've subscribed to the JOURNAL by the 
tile this is printed. People like you are the reason we 
started this endeavor in the first place/

’Dear Mr. Geisler:
Thank you for the opportunity to advertise our soft

ware in the SEBHC JOURNAL. He like the CP/M market, it 
is where CompuMagic got its start with a program called 
MANYKEY for the Osborne 1. And we continue to write 
software that we use ourselves to keep our own CP/M ma
chines working as well as they can.

But we see a disturbing trend. Most CP/M iachine 
owners are not buying new software, tcontd next page!
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'My machine works OK, and what can you expect from a 
CP/M system anyway,’ seems to be the prevailing view. 
That attitude will eliminate many CP/M software suppli
ers, as we can't continue to spend advertising dollars 
and tiae to reach those few people who are willing to 
invest a little tiae land money).

One of our aost excited customers this spring was an 
H-8 owner who'd ’never seen programs like these* for his 
aachine. The progress are out there ICoapuMagic isn't 
the only coapany producing them) but they won't be, 
without aore support froa people like those reading the 
SEBHC JOURNAL.
Marcia R. Dresner*

Right oi, Barcia/ He of the Society of Eight Bit 
Heath Coiputerists have banded together for the purpose 
of slowing, if not hotting entirely the unwarranted 
demise of 9/2 S-bit machines and worthy vendors such as 
your fin. The N/Z 8-bit nachines are not going the way 
of the Edsel if we can prevent it/ Hence our policy of 
printing advertisements free.

A WORD FROM THE EDITOR:
Sot a problem? Have soaething to gripe about? Feel 

you’ve been 'shafted* by a vendor? Have soae praise for 
an honest vendor or soaething you bought for your 8-bit 
aachine? Had an 8-bit article you wrote which you think 
was rejected capriciously by REMark or Sextant and want 
to see it in print anyway? Developed a prograa but have 
trouble getting it to run the way you had intended it? 
Have hardware trouble you need help with? Kant to buy, 
sell, trade or give away coaputer stuff?

If the answer to one or lore of these questions is 
'YES', phone or write us, or send a message to us on the 
HUGPBBS, CIS, The Source, or PUNK! The JOURNAL is here 
to help all perspiring H/Z 8-bitters!

- - - - - - 0- - - - - -
HOU TO SEN ELECTRIC HESSKES TO THE tOMHAL: 
e On CompuServe (CIS) -- '8 HEATHUSERS' To; LEONARD 
GEISLER 72345,236, GENERAL INTEREST
* On The Source - 'POST HEATH’ or 'POST ZENITH’ To: 
LEONARD GEISLER BDY074
i On HUGPBBS - To: LEONARD E. GEISLER
* On PLINK (American People/Link, information 1-800-524
0100) — To: OMS082 — Note: Look for SEBHC General 
Notices on 'PUBLIC AREA BULLETIN BOARDS' part of that 
service.

- - - - - - fl- - - - - -
FILE: AUTO TEXT Al GENERAL MOTORS RESEARCH LABORATORIES

Subj: Programming Languages as Autoaobiles
Exp; 9 Noveaber 1986

The following appeared in the September 1986 issue of

•SISPLAN Notices' (Voluae 21, nuaber 9):

Selecting a Prograaaing.Language Made Easy 
Daliel Solomon & David Rosenblueth 

Oepartaent of Coaputer Science, University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1

With such a large selection of prograaaing languages 
it can be difficult to chose one for a particular pro
ject. Reading the aanuais to evaluate the languages is 
a tiae-consuaing process. On the other hand, aost peo
ple already have a fairly good idea of how various auto
aobiles coepare. So in order to assist those trying to 
choose a language, we have prepared a chart that aatches 
prograaaing languages with coaparable autoaobiles.

Asseabler -- A Foraula-I race car. Very fast, but dif
ficult to drive and expensive to maintain.

FORTRAN II — A Model-T Ford, Once it was king of the 
road.

FORTRAN IV -- A Model-A Ford.
FORTRAN 77 — A six-cylinder Ford Fairlane with standard 

transmission and no seat belts.
COBOL — A delivery van, Its bulky and ugly but it 

does the job.
BASIC -- A second-hand Rambler with rebuilt engine 

and patched upholstery. Your dad bought it 
for you to learn to drive. You'll ditch it 
as soon as you can afford a new one.

PL/I -- A Cadillac convertable w/ autoaatic trans
mission, a two-tone paint job, white-wall 
tires, chroae exhaust pipes and fuzzy dice 
hanging in the windshield.

C — A black Firebird, the all-macho car. Cooes 
with optional seat belts (lint) and fuzz
buster (escape to asseabler),

ALGOL 60 -- An Austin Mini, Boy, that's a saall car1 
Pascal — A Volkswagen Beetle. Saall, but sturdy.

Has once popular with intellectuals.
Module 11 -- A Volkswagen Rabbit with a trailer hitch.
ALGOL 68 -- An Astin Martin, An impressive car, but 

not just anyone can drive it.
LISP — An electric car, Siaple but slow. Seat 

belts are not available.
PR0L06/LUC1D -- Prototype concept-cars.
Map!e/MACSYMA - All-terrain vehicles.
FORTH -- A go-cart.
LOGO -- Kiddie's replica of a Roils Royce. Coaes 

with a real engine and working horn.
APL -- A double-decker bus. Takes rows and col

umns of passengers to same place all at 
same time. But it drives only in reverse, 
and is instrumented in Greek.

Ada -- An army-green Mercedes-Benz 8$ staff car.
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SOME RATHER ODD BITS
It's All In The Beholder's Eye!

The next time you blame your video display terainal 
for your headache or poor vision, consider the fact that 
you aay be at fault.

According to researchers at the University of Calif, 
at Berkley, and the Laurence Liveraore Laboratory, VDTs 
by themselves have little to do with users' physical 
ailaents. In tests on 35 volunteers at the university's 
lighting laboratory, researchers found that green, amber 
and white display screens have just about the saae af
fect on users' performance and coafort. The saae was 
true whether the rooas were lighted by incandescent, 
standard, or high-frequency flourescent laaps.

Researchers note that people developing eye problems 
or chronic headaches are doing something wrong, Kost 
likely users are sitting too near the VDT, setting its' 
brightness too high, wearing glasses not suited for VDT 
use or working m the glare of a window.

HANDY HOUSEHOLD HINT
Ever get ball-point pen ink on your favorite garment 

and then wonder how to get it off? Fret no more! Just 
use hair spray on the spot. After the ink dissolves, 
blot it up or wipe it away with a clean cloth or paper 
towel. NOTE: For washable fabrics only.

DOCTOR LEARY ANHOHNCES 'PSYCHO-ACTIVE' SOFTtJUf'
-- "Heady* stuff for your ibm-pc! — 

[Rather fits, don't you think?]
Dr. Timothy "Acid Head" Leary has recently announced 

a new software package he has developed for "pc* users. 
Called "HeadMare*, it's supposed to put an operator into 
psychedelic coaaumcation with the computer "on a higher 
plane of existance, transcending tiae and space as we 
know it," according to Leary, [fonder if you will want 
to rush out and buy a new ibm pc after trying out a demo 
copy of ole Acid Head's software at your friendly 
local ibm franchise's head shop!? -- ad.J

HEN PUBLIC BULLETIN BOARD
Save money L have fun!

A new public bulletin board was recently announced on 
CompuServe through private-accessed NCI Hail messages. 
It's *PL!NK* (American People Link), 3215 North Frontage 
Road, Suite 1585, Arlington Heights, IL 60804, 300
524-0100. They're cheaper than other nets, 14,25/hr 
Non-Fri tcilpa - Tam, Sat-Sun 24 nrs, and $11.95 to 
16.95/hr for prime hours tietween T:0lam to 6pm. All 
tiaes are CST. No extra charge for 1200/2400 baud. 
Cheques, American Express, Visa and flasterCharge. Sign 
up via 300 baud modem, toll-free, 1-800-826-8855. [Try 
it, you may like it! I do!]

Tell everyone you read about it in the SEBHC JOURNAL/

MECHANICAL NOTES FOR HI9/H8? ONNERS 
Keep Your Terminal/Computer Cool!

Heath's engineers slipped up when they designed the 
"grey box* by failing to take into account how hot the 
terminal and CPU board regulators can get. The terminal 
board is craaaed so far back in the cabinet that air can 
not flow across the board's top. And in a ‘full house* 
H89, the blocked-off box fan can hardly breath'

There have been nuaerous articles in REMark and Sex
tant about how you can increase cooling in the '89, some 
of which involve drastic, expensive and irrevocibally- 
ugly surgery on the cabinet top.

But nobody yet has seen that it's easy to reduce the 
internal teaperature considerably through two very sta
ple, inexpensive and unobtrusive cabinet modifications. 
The best part of this is that cabinet appearance and in
tegrity doesn't get changed at all. Read on'

I suggest you measure the exhaust air teaperature and 
make a note of it before proceeding with the following 
steps:

I - Set four oil-free 24Tx10 hacksaw blades, "super 
glue" and soae 3/4-inch wide masking tape. Stack the 
four blades together with the teeth all pointing m the 
saae direction (toward yourself), then wrap the near end 
with tape so as to fora a handle about four inches long. 
Fan out the blades at the far end and put a little super 
glue between their faces, then press thea all together, 
forming a 1/8-inch wide rasp blade. (Clean up any super 
glue spills with acetone or nail-polish mover.)

2 - Remove the cabinet top, dismount cooling fan and 
mounting hardware from inside and save for reuse.

3 - Set top upright and stick a 3/4-inch wide strip 
of masking tape across behind the ventilating slots. Be 
sure tape is straight and flush with top's back edge.

4 - Lay top back onto something soft with latch pins 
facing away from you, taped edge down, Make sure of fan 
mounting post locations before proceeding.

5 - Insert hacksaw-blade rasp into a slot and care
fully enlarge slot downward until rasp just touches 
masking tape. Use light but firm pressure while cutting 
and do cut straight down! Cut all the remaining slots 
except those abutting tan mounting posts,

6 - Vacuus up dust and chips, replace fan mounting 
hardware, and then secure fan so it blows INTO cabinet 
rather than out. If you like, colour cut slot edges to 
match cabinet paint, then reconnect fan and replace top 
m its normal position, completing the work.

Turn on power, wait about half an hour, then measure 
exhaust air teaperature at the left-hand slots. It will 
be twenty to 50 degrees cooler than noted before slot 
modification. You will find regulator flanges beneath 
the fan are now cool to the touch, a VAST improvement!

Tell everyone you saw it in the SEBHC JOURNAL?
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 
by 4. Stiphtr

Program Name: CHECKBOOK MANAGER DATABASE 
Vendor: Russell M. Spencer

54 Bateswood Drive 
Waterbury, CT 36706 

Price/Payment: $37.95, personal cheque or money order 
Description: An inexpensive CP/M database lor manage

ment of home finances using the check
book as the priaary source of intona
tion for doaestic accounting.

Ease of use: Excellent (might convert computerphobes 
to computerphiles!)—needs only I drive 

Computers: H-8 with Z80 CPU card, or H-09/90
Disc Format; Single-sided 48-track hard-sector only 
Instructions: Disc .DOC file. Eight pages of rather 

wordy text (see Comments)
Installation: Quick and simple (see 'Bummers*)

Reviewer's Comments

Once I figured out how to install CKM6R, it was quite 
easy for ae to transfer data free ay cheque book into 
the database. It gives you acre inforaation about your 
finances in two minutes at the computer than you can get 
in two hour's worth of hard pencil, paper and calculator 
effort! There's the si ail ar HDDS MBASIC prograa copied 
froa REMark I've used for a couple years which I like, 
but it can't hold a candle to Checkaanager! In all, 

‘ Checkaanager is a pretty nifty prograa for the absurdly- 
low price of $39.95. But there are a few things about 
the package that gave me lots of trouble. I've listed 
thea below.

Installation (CKCONFI6.COM) ’Bummers* -

I - There’s NO NAY you can gracefully back out of 
CKCONFIG once into it except by hitting the BREAK key or 
doing a hard reset (SHIFT-RESET). Then you have to re
start froa scratch because nothing got saved.

2 - The prograa is rigidly designed for exactly nine
teen ‘accounts* categories which MUST be entered. If 
you have less than that number you are forced to fill in 
unused IDs with nonsense letters and ’Blank* for des
criptors. Not clearly spelled out in the .DOC file.

3 - Keyboard is locked; you can access only letters, 
RETURN and space bar—no dashes, punctuation larks, 
keypad keys or CTRL-C. Also not explained in ,DOC file.

4 - Can’t use lower-case letters for ID codes—MUST 
use upper case. Also, MUST use a capital for first let
ter of account name. NO nuabers allowed--see 3, above.

5 - No call-up ’help* file in the prograa.

6 - CKCONFIG has a primitive editing function to let 
you change ID codes and descriptors. But it won't let 
you re-assign a code to a different descriptor or edit 
just the descriptor without changing ID. Not explained 
clearly why in the .DOC file. Can it be fixed?

7 - Nhen finished, CKCONFIG leaves a blinking block 
cursor on screen. Annoying, if you prefer the underline 
cursor as 1 do. This needs fixing.

Running it (CKMGR.COM) "Goodies' and "Bummers'--

1 - Attractive Main Menu graphics display. Tells you 
number of records on file. No carriage return needed on 
item number entry. I like that.

2 - Hardly need instructions to make data entries but 
a callup 'help* display would be very nice (there’s room 
if the .DOC file is rewritten).

3 - Any function chosen froa lain menu lets you break 
out without changing anything if you made a wrong selec
tion. A very nice touch. Needed in 'CKCONFIG.COM

4 - If you make any kind of error, the program gives 
an excessively-Iong blast of the console *bell' while 
displaying the appropriate error message, then returns 
to the error point for re-entry. There must be an easy 
way to shorten that annoying bell to just three or four 
brisk attention-getting beeps!

Conclusions —

I worked through several days of distracting inter
ruptions to finally get Checkmanager running, but I feel 
the effort was worthwhile. This program does everything 
its author says, runs well and never crashes or trashes 
files. It won't let you sake mistakes. You HAVE TO do 
what the program wants, not what you THINK you want to 
do. Some people might say it's an unfriendly program, 
but I don't, except for the configuration part and 
documentation. Those, I feel need a little more work.

This software obviously is the work of a master as
sembly-language programmer. I haven't tried looking at 
the code with SZAP yet, but it must be »VERY« compact to 
do everything in so little disc space. Hope 1 can do as 
well someday.

Recommendation —

If you're having trouble with your personal cheque 
book or you're starting or operating a small business 
this is just the software you need. For small business 
expense accounting, the limit of only 19 categories is 
probably something you'd have to use subterfuge to get 
around. But this efficient, inexpensive program does 
the best job I've ever seen! Buy it; you'll LIKE it.1

CKCONFIS.COM
CKMGR.COM
CKCONFIG.COM
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Checkbook Manager Data Base
O" An Inovative Program "d

That Simplifies Work & Eliminates Tedium!

Here’s the program you’ve been searching for! 
AND at a price you can’t afford to refuse.

With Checkbook Manager you can file cheques 
by payee or categories you set up yourself.

You can easily correct errors, verify missing items.
and keep tight rein on all personal finances. Never be 

left in the dark again: the program never forgets 
a cheque—even if Y’OU forgot you wrote it!

ORDER YOUR COPY — TODAY!

Send S3?.95, cheque or money order to:

for

Z-80 H-8 or H,/Z-89 w/64k RAM & One

Standard 40trk Hardsector Drive
Soft-sector distribution discs available soon.

Read Program Review on Page 5.
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SOFTWARE 
REPAIRMAN

Chuck Ott

It was just one of those days. I was 
late for work, somebody beat ae to ay 
favorite parking place, and there were 
no jelly donuts left by the coffee pot. 
Worse, when I got to ay desk Harry was 
sitting there like an expectant pelican.

“Gail, where is the Figby report?” he 
deaanded. “I told the boss we'd have 
thea finished today at the latest!”

In Harry's vernacular, ”we” meant 
"ae”. "Don't worry,” I countered. ”I've 
got it all on disk. Just let ae clean 
things up a bit and I'll print the final 
report.”

I fired up the system and had the 
disk booting even before the screen 
warmed up. As soon as the “A>" appeared, 
I typed in the coaaand to start editing 
the Figby file. But after a moment, the 
message "FIGBY.TXT does not exist” 
appeared.

Han. Wrong disk? Painfully aware of 
Harry's icy glare, I double checked. 
Nope, right disk. Yet a DIR coaaand 
revealed no such file, only one 
ominously called "FIGBY.SSS". I poked 
around for a couple of minutes, but 
there was no trace of ay last few day's 
efforts.

“Hove over," he grumbled. "Looks like 
I'll have to ball you out again.”

Harry was always fiddling with ay 
machine. He thinks he's the office 
computer wizard. Actually, he's just the 
only one to have read the manuals. This 
is because he takes them all home with 
him and "forgets" to bring them back.

“I don't understand it," he said 
after repeating everything I did at 
least 3 tines without success. "The 
file's there! I can type it, and rename 
it, but I can't edit it. What's the 
matter with this thing?”

"I told you it's been acting up 
lately," I said.

Here specifically, I thought, it's 
been acting up ever since Harry had 
"improved” my disks again.

"Well, it's obviously a hardware 
problem,” he declared, giving my com
puter a heavy whack on top. "Call 
Maintenance and get somebody up here on 
the double.”

Well, I called. They said they'd send 
someone right up. Sure enough, before I 
even finished my coffee, in walked a guy 
with a plastic disk case in one hand and 
a lunch pail in the other. His appear
ance is certainly not what I expected. 
He was maybe 50 and rather overweight, 
with thinning blond hair and a droopy 
moustache. He wore thick soled engineer 
boots, blue-striped overalls, and of all 
things, a blue railroad cap.

"You're the repairman?”, a skeptical 
Harry asked.

“Ya, hey sure ya betcha," replied the 
man with a thick Swedish accent. "Yust 
call me Sven. They say yuh got trouble 
wit yur system. Veil, ve fix er up good, 
ya betcha."

“I think it's a memory problem," said 
Harry. "Since you didn't bring any 
parts, why don't you just take this one 
downstairs and bring us up another one.”

“Hold yur horses, sonny." Sven 
replied. "First ve check the diag
nostics. You did run the diagnostics, 
din't you?” he said, looking at Harry.

“Er, well no, actually.” said Harry. 
"But see, I know these machines pretty 
well, and it looks like a memory problem 
to me.’

“Oh, so ve got two experts." replied 
Sven. "Py yiminy, dey read a book or two 
and everybody tinks he's an expert. I 
ban got to verk twice as hard ven some 
fumble-fingers been tellin ae my job. 
Forty years I been learnin dis stuff. 
Why I remember...“

"OK, OK, you're the repairman." said 
Harry. "So fix it already."

This is going to be fun, I thought. 
Anybody who calls Harry "sonny" can't be 
all bad. Sven sat down at the console, 
and pulled out his disks. He quickly 
started running a battery of diag
nostics. While they were running, he 
noticed the scuff marks on the cabinet.

"Wot'8 dis? Hyuh been abusin dis 
machine?" he declared indignantly. "Ya, 
dey kick their poor dog around, and den 
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howl ven he bites des. Dot's OK, boy." 
he says, patting the computer, "Old Sven 
vi11 take care of you now."

As if it understood, the message "ALL 
TESTS OK!" popped up on the screen.

”Ya he's a good boy, yuh betcha. So ve 
got software problems. Now ve take a 
look at your disks."

I handed Sven my disks and explained 
the problem. He booted them up, and sure 
enough, got the sane results I did. He 
then loaded the debugger and started 
hunting around.

"Now look at dis! Somebody been 
tinkin around in da operating system. 
Vat's all dis stuff?"

"That's ZCPR", Harry said proudly. “I 
put it in myself."

"Yah, dat's fur sure. Yuh put in duh 
ZCP an left out the R. Who you tink you 
are, Gary Kildall?"

"But CP/M didn't have all the 
features we need."

"Sure, and hyuh t'ink yuh can do 
better dan yer elders. Py jiminy, if yah 
don't know wot you're doing, you better 
verk with those who do!"

Harry just glared and practiced his 
scowling and muttering. Sven hunted 
around a bit more, apparently without 
success.

"Ya, dis is more mixed up den my 
knucklehead brother-in-law." he finally 
responded. “Ve better use yur back-up 
disks."

"Here they are, but they're almost a 
month old", I replied sheepishly, “the 
new office policy says..."

"A month old! Py jiminy, I ban seen 
better maintenance on IBM systems dan 
dis!**

Harry couldn't resist defending the 
policy he had worked so hard to create. 
"But excessive backups are a waste of 
time. They use up valuable disks, add 
extra wear and tear on the equipment, 
and besides, the computers don't really 
fail that often!"

“Ya, so why am I here now? Py damn, 
you tink old Sven got nottin to do all 
day but clean up odder people's messes? 
Yust look at dis dusty screen," he said, 
staring closely. "Yuh probly got paper 
clips in da keyboard, an... bugs in the 
disk drive!" he said, chasing a spider 
out of the drive. "This job's gonna cost 
a bunch 'o money, you betcha."

"But Sven, isn't there anything you 
can do?" I pleaded. "We've just got to 
recover that data or the boss will have 
our heads."

"Veil now, don't you vorry, old Sven 
won't let yuh down. Yust get me a cup of 
coffee, a box uh blank disks, and some 
3-in-l oil."

"3-in-l oil?" Harry asked.
"Yah, dis squeaky chair is yust 

driving me nuts."
"That does it,” said Harry. "I'm 

calling Zenith."
Sven got right to work at rebuilding 

a new set of disks, and recovering the 
damaged files. He hunched over the 
keyboard, typing furiously, and singing 
softly to himself.

Harry returned with a dejected look 
on his face. “It only took fourteen trys 
this tine. They said they're busy this 
week, next week's a holiday, and they 
don't work weekends. But they'll fit us 
in next month for sure, or maybe the 
month after."

Sven taps the keyboard with a 
flourish, and laughed triumphantly.

"Ah, hah! I tol' you I fix it up 
goot. All fixed, you betcha!"

Sure enough, the missing file was 
back. I loaded it into my word 
processor, and everything checked out 
just fine.

"That's great!" I exclained.
"Just what did you do?" asked Harry 

impatiently.
The repairman stretched, and got 

comfortable in his chair. Producing a 
pipe, he began filling it and looked 
like a man ready to launch into a 
long-winded yarn.

"Wasn't netting too bad," he began. 
“You yust had the file system all 
muddled up. First I yust empty out da 
bit buckets. Den I get out the GOTO's 
dot I don't know where dey go to. Den I 
fix yur ZCPR so all da letters is in. Oh 
yah, den I unmix up all yur files an put 
dem back in the directory. Now I tell 
you yust how I do it. You know what a 
file cabinet is? Goot. Veil, the disk 
files is yust like your paper files. You 
gonna put files into it, an den take 
files out of it, yah? Well..."

At this point, Harry couldn't stand 
it any more. "Look, this is all very
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interesting, but we really have to get 
back to work. Are you finished?"

"Veil, if you goonta keep up like you 
ban goin, I batter show you da whole 
chob or I be back real quick, I betcha.”

"Oh, all right. What do you want us 
to do?" said Harry.

“It work real goot now." said the 
repairman, patting the computer fondly. 
“But no sore cheap-chack patch-ups in da 
operating systee."

“OK, 1*11 leave the operating systee 
alone," said Harry reluctantly. "Mow 
will you leave?"

“Yah, and you vill backup yur disks 
like a goot boy?“ . .

Harry turned to me and said, "From 
now on, backup your disks at least once 
a week, or daily if you think you need 
to. “

“Hey, an get a dust cover. Ve got 
enough bugs in da systee witout 6-legged 
ones!“

“Done. Is that all?" said Harry 
stiffly.

“Ya you bet! It's been goot ta 
eeetcha, and a pleasure for sure..."

"Excellent. Goodbye, and I hope we 
don't require the pleasure of your 
coepany again soon.” Harry turned and 
walked swiftly toward his office.

I waited until Harry was out of 
earshot.

“Well,” I said, ”1'11 bet he won't 
■ess with By computer again. The plan 
worked perfectly. Thanks uncle Max."

”My pleasure, sweetie. I enjoyed it. 
Just let me know if he needs another 

Code Works

"His keywords are shut up and get out of here.”

treatment.” Sven, the computer repairman 
left the office, softly whistling an 
Irish jig.

/ INPUT INPUT FORM;
J' FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY: Use Form 7 to inout inputs into the ,
Q system. Information input here will be usea oy the user to use the users >
v previously input inputs to generate the necessary updates. These updates will »
J be updated according to the updated update codes as entered on Inout Form 5. ।

The user may use this form to input any desired input (see Appendix Q). I

i ENTER THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES:
N _______ ;

A. Company Code — As entered on Input Form 1. C--------- ■------ - i---------  (

B. Remark Code — As entered on input Form 6. ZZ2Z--ZZZZ

b C. Code Code — A three (3) digit code to identify this code. Z Z Z

\ 0. Description — Maximum 45 characters. ZZZZZZZZZZ----------

STO DELETE A CODE FROM THE INRUT INPUT FORM. 
USE THE DELETE UPDATE CODE FROM INPUT FORM L *•**’ ”>*• r —fvovs vf«H»NS0F ’«•! *©•“ OMOuETt ma* usiO
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New Low Priced Products for both CP/M & MS/DOS computers! I

TWIST & SHOUT!
Sideways & Banner Printing 
Utility for Dot-Matrix Printers
TWIST & SHOUT! is two great pieces of 
software packaged together at one low 
affordable price!

TWIST lets you print out huge 
spreadsheets (or any text file) 
SIDEWAYS on your dot-matrix printer. 
It literally twists your printer's output 90 
degrees — no more cutting and pasting 
to put together a fragmented printout. 
Unlimited width printouts!

SHOUT prints giant banners in letters 
from two to eight inches high using 
three special type styles. Make 
banners, posters and signs with ease. 
Anything you can type on the keyboard 
can be SHOUTed in gigantic letters!

Solve Computer 
Incompatibility!
MEDIA MASTER lets your Z-100 ' 
computer or IBM compatible (PC, XT or 
AT) read, write and format up to 140 disk 
formats. Exchange information and 
programs with other computers for just 
339.95.

MEDIA MASTER PLUS
ail of the file transfer capabilities of 
MEDIA MASTER plus rt gives your IBM 
compatible the ability to actually run 
CP/M software. All for just 359.95.

ACCELERATE 8/16 includes 
MEDIA MASTER, an upgraded emulator 
and a special easy-to-install NEC V20 
chip which lets your IBM compatible run 
CP/M software at maximum speed. V20 
chip and software is just 399.95.

Call or write for full compatibility chart

SHOUT YOUR 
MESSAGE IN

luLilBL

For any CPWI or MS/DOS
computer, just

Special: one MS/DOS or ZDOS 
and one CP/M version for only 

$49.95
Hardware requirements: TWIST & SHOUT runs on any computer sup
porting CP/M, ZDOS, MS/DOS or PC/DOS. ’IBM Compatibility' is not 
required. Specify machine. Printers supported: Anadex, Apple, C. Itoh, 
Centronics, Data Products, DEC, Epson and compatibles, Hewlett 
Packard, IBM and compatibles, IDS, MPI, NEC, Mannesman Tally, Okidata, 
Smith Corona & Toshiba printers! More are being added daily.

MILESTONE
Automatic Business Project Planner

Originally $295 — Now only $99.95!
Never blow another deadline! Whether you’re opening a branch office, 
hiring a sales force or launching a new product, nothing boosts the bottom 
line like being on time and within budget. Yet that kind of careful planning 
can take up a lot of your valuable time. Milestone brings all of the sure-fire 
planning methods of Critical Path Management together in one easy-to-use 
package for your personal computer. Here's how it works: You divide your 
major project into a number of smaller tasks. At Milestone's prompts you 
enter the manpower, cost and time estimates for each activity and indicate 
which tasks must be completed before others can start. Then Milestone 
does the rest, working out your entire schedule and budget (with holidays, 
sick days and even lunch hours taken into account). Milestone's clear and 
concise Time Schedule Report gives you a week by week chart showing 
detailed start and completion dates for each task, critical deadlines, 
manpower requirements and costs. Milestone is available for any CP/M, 
ZDOS, MS/DOS or PC/DOS computer and any printer. Specify computer.

TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

22458 Ventura Blvd., Suite E 
Woodland Hills, CA 91364

We accept VISA. MASTERCARD and AMERICAN EXPRESS
Order by mail or cal) our 24 hour toil free order line 

from anywhere in the US or Canada: 

800-628-2828 (Extension 918) 
Technical questions, orders: 818-716-1655 (9-5 PST) 

Add $4 per order postage/handling. Overseas, add 312. 
US funds only. CA residents add 6% tax (LA County 6.5%)
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WORK WITH TEXT?
If so, Electra-Find will give you extraordinary power to

Retrieve / Extract / Collect Information
You can do ordinary text retrieval:

Collect sentences or paragraphs containing any search term 
from any group of files, find the names of files which contain 
references to "ambassador" and "Spain". Collect blocks of 
text from free-form data bases.

You can also do extraordinary text retrieval:
Collect all underlined titles from a bibliographic file, find all 
numbered footnotes in a series of book chapters. Retrieve all 
quoted expressions from magazine articles. Collect all func
tions in a 'C program. Retrieve all unindented headings from 
an outline. Extract records of people living in an apartment or 
suite from a data base file, find all the different ways 
'‘Tchaikovsky” was spelled in your lecture notes. Retneve 
hyphenated words from a report for a quick review find text 
headings embedded in a spreadsheet

Quickly and easily:
Just choose your search options from a menu and begin 
searching. From then on. everything is automatic. One keys
troke saves the selections as defaults and you can run Electra- 
find as a CP/M command or include it in submit files.

Try it! For you'll receive:
• Electra-fina (version 3.0) set up for 

your computer.
• An illustrated users manual which 

tells you how to get the most out of 
the program.

• Unlimited phone support.
• A 30-dav unconditional guarantee.

Mail a check or call us.
Visa and MasterCharge accepted. 

Add sales tax in California.

O’Neill Software 
Box 26111

San Francisco, CA 94126
(415) 398-2255

* Read Program Review in December Issue *

“You want to make it do WHAT?!!'
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OOPS!
The H/ZB9 has been around long enough that just about 
anything that could go wrong has been seen before. Many 

of the following hints have been published before. But 
maybe you're new to the H/Z89, or missed the earlier 

notices. Or if you're like me, maybe you just forgot, and 

a refresher course would be helpful. So here is a list of 
my 10 favorite "fixes* for the H/ZB9.

1. Computer was working fine; now suddenly dead.
Make sure the "OFF-LINE” key isn't latched down. I've 

forgotten this so many times you’d think I’d have 

learned by now.

2. Computer "swears* at me.
When a known message turns into *fxfxxf xf fxf fxfx* 

or "mil'’ov‘oD,f it means the CPU and terminal are at 
different baud rates. The *fxf” stuff usually means 

the CPU is at 19200 baud, and the terminal at 9600. 
Nonsense messages with extra line feeds usually 

result when the CPU is at 9600 and the TLB at 19208.
You can get around this by going off-line and 

manually changing the baud rate with * ESC r I * for 

9608, or * ESC r M • for 19200 baud.

3. Screen has a slight vertical "shake* or jitter.
I’ll bet the Terminal Logic Board is set for 50H: 
operation (or an Ultra-ROM is set for interlace 

mode). Check SU482 section 7; it should be set to the 

"0* position. This switch often gets hit 

inadvertently when replacing the CPU board.

4. Dark band moving slowly up the screen.
Bad bridge rectifier BRI, or the famous "french- 
fried connector* at P101. Check connector P101 at the 

rear edge of the power supply board, under the fan; 
there should be no yellow wires. If there are, cut 
them and reconnect to the orange wires (AC input) of 
BRI, at the lower rear corner of the vertical metal 
heat sink assembly. If this doesn’t do it, BRI is 

probably bad.

5. I put the oower connectors on wrong. Now what?
If you power things up with the power connectors at 
P514-P515 on wrong, the computer will "pass* the 

smoke test (i.e. smoke!). Look for a trace that was 
burned open on the CPU board between connectors P514 

and P515. If so, add a wire to replace it. Second, 
check the -12v regulator U568 on the CPU board. 
Luckily, that's usually the only harm done.

6. Overheating problems.

Lots has been written about coping-with neat, from 

sawing holes in the case to adding fans. But unless 

you’ve added a LOT of accessories, nothing this 

drastic is really necessary, The hottest spot is the 

power supply heatsink, so it needs the coolest air. 
Mount the fan so it blows air DOWN. Be sure the power 
supply heatsink has the 3 black finned coolers 

installed like H/Z89-fl’s. Bend the top edge of the 

heatsink to the right about 1/2* (remove the power 
supply board screws while doing this). This puts the 

heatsink under the fan, where it gets some good from 

the airflow. Finally, be sure air isn't escaping 

around the edges of the top cover; it should be a 

snug fit, or sealed with a foam gasket.

7. Trouble booting from 80-track drives.
Check the monitor ROM at 1)518; if it is a 444-84, it 

should be replaced with a 444-142. The earlier part 
has a bug that gives it trouble oooting from an 

80-track drives.

8. Internal 1/2-height drives.
You can mount two 1/2-height drives in place of the 

full-height internal drive. Newer 1/2-height drives 

take about 1/2 the power of the original, so there is 

no extra load on the power supply. You need a 

crimp-on 34-pin edge connector, and a 4-pin oower 
connector with terminals and wire. Crimp the edge 

connector onto the existing ribbon cable. Wire in the 
2nd power cable just like the existing one. Drill two 

holes in the top of the disk drive mounting hardware, 
and mount the 2nd drive. With a Z89-37 soft-sector 

board, add a 2nd jumper at J4-J7 for the new drive. 
No software changes are needed. Voila'

9. Just added/removed my Z89-37 board; now no "Hi".
The Z89-37 installation requires that you remove U557 

and U558, and replace them with a jumper and cable. 
When you remove a Z89-37, the chips must be put back. 
If you forget to do this, the computer “beeps" but 
displays no H; prompt.

10. Unreliable disk operation.
Check for too many or too few terminating resistors. 
Each disk drive ribbon cable must nave exactly 1 
terminating resistor, preferaoly at the end of the 

cable. If you constantly re-arrange disk drives, try 

getting some higher-value terminating resistors. This 

way, accidentally using two won’t kill the system, 
and having one with a higher value still works OK.

by: Lee ft. Hart
366 Cloverdale
Ann Orbor, MI 48105
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BASIC DEBUGGING TECHNIQUES 
SAKE THIS?

A useful ’structured' aethod of locating and correct
ing MBASIC prograa aalfunctions or ’bugs'. Coaeands are 
shown in upper-case italics,

BREAK -- function is tied to keyboard input. Type CTRL- 
C to stop a prograa (keyboard MUST NOT be disabled by 
prograa to use it). As soon as prograa stops enter next 
coaaand, below.

PRINT — a ’direct coaaand’ in MBASIC wmch can be used 
to find what a particular prograa variable value is at 
uonient prograa stopped.

STOP — the STOP coaaand placed anywhere in a prograa 
halts it when coaaand is reached. Then you can use 
PRINT to exaaine variables. Because STOP is a state- 
sent, it usually is encoded in an IF test. For exaaple, 
if your prograa seeas to be acting oddly in a routine 
whenever I is negative, plug this code line in where it 
can test Is function:

(line nuaber) IF X < B THEN STOP

If the prograa stops, you'll have a chance to fix this 
particular bug.

CONTinue — lets you resuae prograa execution after a 
BREAK or STOP. If coabined with STOP and PRINT coaaand 
you can look at every cycle of a loop, exaaine its' var
iables ano resuae execution. Here's a typical applica
tion exaaple*.

1000 FOR hl TO 58: READ 0
1010 GOSUB 10000' Calculate A
1020 GOSUB 20000' Calculate B
1025 STOP' Here's our loop cycle STOP
1030 NEXT I

Nhen run, the prograa will stop at line 1025, and you 
say PRINT D, A, and B to see if the two sub-routines are 
working correctly or not. If they are, type CONT(CR) 
and let the prograa cycle again, until you find a D 
which causes A and 8 to *boab*.

TRON — this tool lets you follow a prograa as it runs. 
’Trace On’ prints each line nuaber as the prograa steps 
along but it produces gobs of line nuabers, rapidly 
filling up the screen. Since printable oarts of your 
prograas are aixed with the nuabers, IRON lay obscure 

legitiaate prograa printout, To avoid this put *TRON' 
inside the on a teaporary line of a suspected bug, and 
'TROFF:STOP' where you want to exaaine variable(s). This 
lists line nuabers only within the 'bug area . Type CONT 
to resuae loop operation. (Kith CP/M MBASIC you can get 
a printout as well as the too-transient screen display 
by entering CTRL-P before running a prograa with the 
TRON-TROFF debugging tool—soae HOGS IP.DVDs do it too.)

0EFININ6 4 PROBIEN — To properly debug a aalfunctioning 
prograa, the problea aust be well defined. You have to 
answer these questions as thoroughly as possible in or
der to effectively locate and correct the problea:

♦ Khat does the prograa do?
« Nhen does it do it?
♦ Nhat was it supposed to have done?
* Nhat do you think it was supposed to have done7

If you can't answer these questions, you ve lots of work 
ahead; reading through the prograa listing won't reveal 
aany clues about what's wrong. And if you didn't write 
the prograa or the instructions (if any) are cryptic, or 
excessively wordy, you've a bigger problea! But if you 
can clearly answer any three of the questions, you re on 
your way! Defining it as thoroughly as possible often 
helps you view a problea differently, and often suggests 
a new approach or a different way to debug it.

DEFINING AN ERROR — A prograa is a series of interlock
ing units or aodules which individually follow this gen- 
ral pattern:

I. Sequential processing
2. Conditional (loop) control
3. Repetitive processing of loops

Here's a short prograa which uses all of the above:

11 INPUT 9
20 FOR K=i TO Q
30 PRINT K,0*fl
*0 R=«+Q*Q
50 NEIT K 
bi PRINT R

Lines 10 and 68 are sequential processing or initalisa- 
tion coaaands, 20 controls a loop, 30 and <8 are 
repetitive loop processors. Classify your bug’ accord
ing to the general pattern I've given above to help you 
find out where the bug ’lives’.

1. Sequential processing or initalisation errors. If 
a variable is not set correctly oefore execution of
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repeating statements, it ®ay cause resulting fixed- 
aaount errors, or the logic »ay not take major branches, 
as shown below:

1000 T=0:F!=l:Ni=l
1010 FOR X=1 TO 50
1020 IF A(X)<0 AND N1=0 THEN GOSUB 1500
• • •

1500 Wl=l

... (etc.)

Line 1000 calls for special processing when the first 
negative value of array *A(..‘ appears. But line 1000 
sets Hl to 1 and the GOSUB of line 1500 is never 
executed. If you use TRON, you aay see that line 1500 
never appears. You could edit the prograa so line 1500 
reads thus: 1500 STOP:N1=1. Then, if the prograa 
doesn't STOP at 1500, you can rightly assuae the prograa 
never gets to line 1500 because either there was no 
negative AU), or Hl was not set correctly.

2. Repetitive errors. This bug gives wrong results 
for a set of entries. A prograa segaent which should 
round off dollar aeounts in an array eight look like 
this:

250 FOR 1=1 TO N1
255 A(I)=1NT(A(A(I)*.05)
260 NEXT I

Problem: All entries in this array with a cent aaount 
less than 95 will not round off properly. Nhere do you 
think the repetitive-processing bug lives? Hint: If 51 
cents it's 11; if 49 cents, zero.

3. Loop Control or Conditional Errors. Usually sta
ple coding logic or typographical errors--often the 
nastiest to debug. Here's one of the most cowon 
errors; an OR test with a Not Equal conditional;

320 IF BO! OR BO2 THEN GOSUB nnn

Routine nnn will always execute, whatever B's value is! 
If B is 1, it's Not Equal to 2; if 8 is 2, it’s BOT, 
Use TRON to see what's happening, or insert STOP in line 
nnn, and when prograa STQPs, enter 'PRINT 8' to see the 
prograa enter the subroutine when it shouldn't! If the 
bug is buried in a FOR NEXT loop, you'll get an 'infin- 
nite loop'—proqrai executes the saae instruction set 
forever! The coaputer will seea dead, or you'll get a 
screenful of the saae item. CTRL-C breaks the loop but 
you'll be very lucky to land where the bug lives!

- NOTE:

If your prograa has a keyboard lockout 'feature*, 
CTRL-C won't work. The only recourse is to re
boot, or open the disk drive doors and power 
down, then restart your systea. Don't run the 
prograa again until you've fixed it so the bug 
can't deny keyboard access!

Once you've 'broken' the loop, PRINT all variables in 
the lines near and in it to find why you're not exiting. 
Usually one variable is controlling repetition, being 
■odified by a stateaent or sub-routine within the loop. 
Here's an exaaple of an infinite loop:

600 FOR K=i TO LI
610 IF XI(K)=! THEN BOSUB 4500 ELSE SOSUB 5000
620 SOSUB 6000

6S0 NEXT K
Mt

6000 FOR K=t TO 25
6005 IF MIDttNf,1,1)=*,’ THEN J=l
6010 NEXT K

e a •
6100 RETURN

If LI is greater than 25, the exit condition in line 600 
is never aet. The subroutine at 6000 leaves K set at 25 
when it exits, whatever K's value is when line 6000 is 
entered. Shown separated above, this bug is quite visi- 
ible but in 'real life' you'd also be looking at all the 
other subroutines and eight never see the problem. TRON 
won't help, it only shows what stateaents are being 
executed and does not show where (or if) I is being 
reset. Best way to isolate and eventually kill this bug 
is to put STOP after each GOSUB coaaand in lines 600 
thru 620. Expenaentation can often do the job when all 
else fails.

CONCLUSION — I've taken you through enough BASIC 
DEBUGGING steps that you should be able to establish 
your own structured debugging techniques. Frankly, I'm 
not very good at debugging, often have to re-read this 
text, and it does help1 I hope to becoae better, Real 
Soon Now. You should be able to also. Learn Your BASIC 
Tools, Define The Problei, Classify The Bug, Then 
Eliminate It. Now, does anybody have any ideas on how 
to use DEBUG for Assembly Language?

[Cribbed shaaelessly froi an article by R.D. Gates in
Creetive Cpiputmg of December, 1983. -- ed.l
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t/OU YOU DON'T REALLY UANT TO 
lose your rugged reliable 
H/ZW, UHY, YOU BUILTHIMLJlTH 
YOUR OWN TUO HANDS’ ________
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JI 3M/N Tft/WSPZWT
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1 5/VCKTI
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DUAL PROCESSOR 
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WOW' .
DR. r ONLY 

CHARGED ME fl 
FRACTION OF THE 
COST OF A ZUfVU 
/MACHINE.' LET'S 
SEE WHO LAUGHS

/ £M OH

••' '<M4
n " L-x. :ss.

HA HA 
HO HO 

.HEE HEE 
hUR HUR!
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TMSI WILL TAKE YOUR HEATH/ZENITH COMPUTER 
TO NEW HEIGHTS IN SPEED AND PERFORMANCE 
WITH THE H-1000 UPGRADE BOARD.
Heath made a great computer. But we’ve gone Heath one 
better, and created the H-1000. Now you can get all the 
benefits of a 16-bit CPU in your Heath/Zenith H89 while 
maintaining full compatibility with your present system.
The idea was simple. We've designed a drop-in replace
ment CPU board for your H89 with twice the speed, twice 
the memory, and twice the I/O capacity as the old one. And 
for the future, we’ve added the powerful 8086, a true 16-bit 
processor for the new generation of high-performance 
operating systems.
MEMORY EXPANSIONS________________________
The H-1000 comes standard with 256K of memory That’s 
already double the memory of a fully expanded H89. But 
the H-1000 can be expanded to 256K, 512K, or a full 
megabyte on board. The 8086 can address the full address 
space directly, but the Z80 can normally only address 64K. 
To make this memory usable to the Z80, special paging 
hardware is included on the H-1000 which gives you up to 
16 independent banks of 64K each. The "Ghost Disk" 
makes use of this feature to give you a disk in RAM.
HIGH SPEED 8086_____________________________
We’ve used Intel’s 16-bit CPU, the 8086. It provides such 
advanced features as a true 16-bit architecture, direct ad
dressing of a full megabyte of memory, hardware multiply 
and divide, and efficient bit and string manipulation. This 
gives you the power needed to efficiently run high level 
languages and to support multi-user and multi-tasking 
operating systems. Best of all,, the H-1000’s eight MHz 
8086 is totally compatible with the8088 used in the Zenith 
Z100 and IBM Personal Computer, yet twice as fast!
TWO AND FOUR MHz Z80______________________
We’ve made the ZBO’s clock software selectable. At two 
MHz, it’s fully compatible with all your existing programs. 
With the four MHz clock, your programs will run up to 
twice as fast. For even greater speed you can cross them 
over to the 8086 and run up to 10 times faster When the 
H-1000 is first turned on, it wakes up as a standard two 
MHz H89. But ail you have to do is to write to the new 
general purpose port and it becomes a four MHz H89.
The H-1000 can use either CP/M-80 or HDOS to operate 
the Z80. It is fully compatible with your old H89 software 
and firmware. Just transfer the I/O ROM and the monitor 
ROMs to the H-1000 during installation and all your old 
programs will run with absolutely no modifications.

16-BIT OPERATING SYSTEMS__________________
The 8086 gives you access to the rapidly expanding world 
of software written for the IBM PC and the Zenith Z-100. 
The 8086 will run that software twice as fast on your 
upgraded H89 as either of those machines for two impor
tant reasons: First, our 8086’s clock is almost twice as 
fast as IBM's 8088 clock and second, the 8086 processor 
uses a full 16-bit bus. To use the 8086, TMSI will supply 
you with either MS-DOS or CP/M-86, 16-bit operating 
systems at no additional charge.
CPIM-86: If you prefer the CP/M-86 system, you'll find it 
extremely user friendly. There'll be no need to learn a new 
operating system. Important features include built-in help 
commands, fast boot-up and improved documentation. 
The system will search for commands under user"O" and 
has disk interchangeability with Heath's CP/M-80.
MS-DOS: If you choose MS-DOS software, you’ll get the 
benefits of auto batch execution, no I/O on warm start, lib
eral rules for disk exchange, one-drive system support 
and multi-record I/O requests. You'll also appreciate the 
flexibility of treating I/O devices like files and having a 
built-in file transfer utility. Prior commands may be recall
ed or re-entered and a full relocating linker is supplied 
with the system. The files system supports various record 
sizes and multi-record access requests and the BDOS 
functions for a system clock/calendar.

OTHER FEATURES____________________________ _
GHOST DISK: With all operating systems on the H-1000, 
you get virtually all of the benefits of an additional disk 
drive, even if you only have one. Our "Ghost Disk” system 
loads your disk into the memory beyond the first 64K from 
the top down. This becomes the extra disk drive and 
leaves your real drive free for another disk. However, RAM 
is many thousands of times faster than even the best disk 
drive, so you get practically instantaneous access to that 
information. That’s important for programs requiring fre
quent access to large data bases (or if you simply don't 
like sitting around while your computer talks to your disk 
drive).
DIAGNOSTIC ANO UTILITIES: Included with the H-1000 is 
a diagnostic disk for checkout of the board. Also included 
are utilities for HDOS and CP/M-80 to set the Z80 clock 
speed and control "Ghost" disk operation.

COMPATIBILITY CHART 8 BIT SYSTEMS 8/16 BIT SYSTEMS 16 BIT SYSTEM ’

H89/Z89 DG SUPER 89 H-1000 Z100 IBM PC
Runs Z80 and 8080 code yes yes yes no no
HDOS compatible yes yes yes no no
CP/M compatible yes yes yes yes no
Runs all H89/Z89 software yes yes yes no no
Supports all H89/Z89 hardware yes yes yes no no
8-bit clock 2MHz 4MHz 2/4MHZ 5MHz none
16-bit clock none none 8MHz 5MHz 4.7MHz
Maximum memory 64k 256k 1048k 756k 756k
Runs MS-DOS and CP/M-86 no no yes yes yes
Color graphics no no no yes yes
Price/ Performance good better best ouch ouch

Technical Micro Systems, Inc. Si-X0'0’4"”"’ PO **7227 Ann “48,07
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Subscription Blank
Name___________________________________________________________________________________

Street ?■< Number________________________________________________ Apt 4____________

City, State, Zip______________ ._____ .______________ .______________________________

Phone number(s)_________ ____ _____ _______ _____________________ ____________ __________

In order to provide better service -for our advertisers, subscri
bers and readers, please -fill in the appropriate blanks below:

Computer type: H—8 ,_H—89___H-1000_ DG Super—89 _Other________ _

Data-storage: H—17___ H—37___ H-47 H—67_________Hard disc____________

Accessories:

Pr ogr ammi ng 1 anguages:__________________________________________________ , , 

Computer used mainly for:_____________________________________________________

I'm going to submit my Heath 8—bit article -for publication in a 
future issue. Here is a brief outline of what it's about:

Please make out subscription cheque to l - E - Beisl Thank you1

Please show your Journal to your H/Z Eight—Bit friends!
* WHEN RESPONDING TO ADS, PLEASE SAY YOU SAW IT IN THE JOURNAL *

Thank you for your interest
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* The SEBHC JOURNAL is published twelve times a year and is mailed on or about 
the 22nd of each month. Editorial deadline is the 20th.
* All advertising is printed free of charge. Vendors must submit seven inches 
wide by 9 inches high b&w "camera-ready" copy (one page/issue) no later than 
the 15th of the month in which it is scheduled to appear. SEBHC members are 
entitled to a free want ad (no more than 250 words, please) in each issue.
* Subscriptions are $12.50/year in Canada, Mexico, the U.S.A, and its posses
sions, and start the month following receipt of application. (Make cheques or 
money orders payable to L.E. Geisler until further notice.) Single back-issue 
copies now available on special order only—allow 6 weeks for processing.
* Subscribers automatically become members in the Society of Eight-Bit Heath 
Computerists. Member’s ID number appears after their name on the JOURNAL 
mailing label. Any REGULAR member can vote and hold any Society office.
* There are three classes of membership: REGULAR (H/Z 8-bit user), ADVERTISING 
(one vote only for each vendor), and ASSOCIATE (non-8-bit computerist, library, 
etc.). ASSOCIATE members cannot hold offices or vote in Society elections.
* The SEBHC JOURNAL is composed, edited and printed by Plain English Services 
(PES), and L.E. Geisler at 895 Starwick Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48105. Phone -
313-662-0750, 9am - 6pm EST daily except weekends. A recorder is on-line aft 
6pm seven days a week — maximum message time is about 50 seconds.
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